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Aromatic compounds are characterised by the presence of a ring current when in a magnetic field. As a consequence, current

density maps are used to assess (the degree of) aromaticity of a compound. However, often a more discrete set of so-called

Nucleus Independent Chemical Shift (NICS) values is used that is derived from the current density. It is shown here that there is

no simple one-to-one relationship that allows reconstructing current density maps from only NICS-values. NICS values should

therefore not be used as aromaticity indices without analysis of the ab initio computed current density map.

1 Introduction

One of the most enigmatic molecules in chemistry is without

any doubt benzene. Faraday described the discovery of ben-

zene at a meeting of the Royal Society on June 16, 1825 where

his paper described the separation of this hydrocarbon from a

complex mixture, the study of its properties, and the determi-

nation of its composition1,2. No structure was revealed yet and

this remained the case until Kekulé joined Ghent University in

1858. During his previous appointment in Heidelberg, Kekulé

had already proven the tetravalence of carbon3 and much of

his work at Ghent University continued to focus on the struc-

ture of (organic) compounds, leading eventually to the cyclic

structure of benzene4,5. In this sense, Kekulé can be properly

considered the founding father of structural organic chemistry.

Up to this day, benzene not only occurs in many chemicals on

which the wealth and health of our current society depends,

the resolution of its structure in many ways revolutionised

much of structural chemistry and set the benchmark for both

theoretical as well as experimental work in the field known as

aromaticity. Despite the importance of aromatic compounds,

the very nature of aromaticity is rather poorly defined quantum

mechanically6. Different criteria are often used to identify

and quantify aromatic character : energetic7, magnetic8–11,

structural12 and electronic13–18. However, in many cases not

all four criteria lead to the same conclusion7,19–24 and any

conclusion on a molecule being aromatic or not risks to be

biased by the chemist’s preference on what the most impor-

tant aromaticity indicator is. A rather popular criterion is the
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magnetic criterion based on the old observation by London25

that an unsaturated ring can sustain an induced ring current in

the presence of a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the

molecular plane. The basic implication here is that aromatic-

ity is equivalent to cyclic delocalisation and the mobility of

π-electrons giving rise to a diamagnetic current.The calcula-

tion of ring current density was further made possible thanks

to many excellent contributions such as that of Pople26, Keith

and Bader27.

Nowadays, the induced ring current in (anti)aromatic systems

may be evaluated directly with current density analysis meth-

ods as in references28,29 or indirectly by evaluating observ-

ables such as proton chemical shifts that are then explained

in terms of the underlying current density30. Chemical shifts

have long been used as indirect indicators of aromaticity, e.g.,

in fullerenes31. Different probes have been used to such ends,

including encapsulated 3He or Li+. In 1996, Schleyer et

al.8 introduced absolute magnetic shieldings at ring centres

as an aromaticity criterion. The Nucleus Independent Chemi-

cal Shifts, or NICS value, at some point r corresponds to the

average of the diagonal elements of the nuclear shielding ten-

sor at this point. Computing NICS in a single point and using

it as a measure of the strength and direction of the ring current

and assuming all information of the ring current in the en-

tire molecule is reflected in one single measure met significant

criticism32–34 and later work led to a fairly wide set of rules

on where to compute NICS values, with NICS values com-

puted 1 Bohr or 1 Å above the centre of the ring as one of the

main locations35,36. To no small extent thanks to its ease for

calculation, the NICSs have become part of the standard tool-

box of computational chemists although any analysis has to be

made with great care9,37. The problem remains that NICSs are

not current densities but derived quantities and, as mentioned

above, the distinguishing characteristic of an aromatic system
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in the ring current. Although a ring current will lead to a spe-

cific NICS signature in the chosen point(s) the emphasis of

the present paper lies on the question whether a specific NICS

signature can automatically be considered proof of a current

density. As will become clear below, an integral is evaluated

involving the current density but from a limited discrete set

of NICS values one cannot per se reconstruct the integrand.

Since magnetic shielding is proportional to the third power of

the distance of electrons from the probe, it does not reflect

all points around it to equal extent. In order to alleviate this

criticism, methods such as the NICS-scan38, 2 dimensional

NICS scans39 or 3-dimensional NICS visualisations40,41 or

analogues42 have been introduced. Still, the fact remains that

the current density distribution determines the nuclear shield-

ing tensors at any point in space but the converse is not nec-

essarily true: the value of the induced magnetic field at one

point r could originate from a number of significantly differ-

ent distributions of currents. Again here, several studies have

tried to relieve this problem, such as the ARCS method43 and

its refinements44 or the series of classical models invoked by

Pelloni et al45–47.

The aim of the present paper is to examine carefully

whether one can, in a robust manner, extract information on

the current density from (a set of) NICS value(s) or whether

one should simply always compute the current density map

itself. The method used will be loosely based on reversed

engineering. Instead of generating NICS out of current

densities, we will try to generate current densities out of

one or a finite number of NICS values. Therefore, several

types of sets of NICS values will be investigated for their

ability to generate a current density map, and the stability of

the resulting current density map will be the subject of this

research. The reader will immediately see a parallel with

reducing a molecular electrostatic potential to a set of point

charges. There too, an entire field is related to a discrete set of

points and it is well-known that many problems of statistical

nature also occur48.

2 Theory

A current density in a molecule gives rise to a magnetic field

that affects the long range shielding of any probes. When

a molecule is placed in an external magnetic field, B0, lo-

cal magnetic fields are induced which reduce (shield) or in-

crease (deshield) the net magnetic fields at the nuclear sites.

The magnitude of the induced local field depends on the na-

ture of the nucleus, the electronic structure of the molecule

as well as the orientation of the molecule with respect to B0.

The induced magnetic field (Bind) can be computed from the

induced current density of the molecule (J) using the Biot-

Savart law49. According to this law, a current element dI(r)

at r creates a magnetic field Bind at position rR as in equation

1.

dBind(rR) =
µ0

4π

dI(r)× ̂(rR − r)

|rR − r|2
(1)

With ̂(rR − r) the unit vector of (rR − r), the vector from the

current element to the point rR. The constant µ0 is known as

the permeability of free space µ0 = 4π ×10−7 Hm−1.

In particular, if the current element comes from a bulk cur-

rent density, as the current generated by an external magnetic

field Bext, dI(r) becomes JB(r)d3r, with JB the induced cur-

rent density.

dBind(rR) =
µ0

4π

JB(r)× ̂(rR − r)

|rR − r|2
d3r (2)

The induced magnetic field Bind at point rR is obtained

through the integration over R3.

Bind(rR) =
µ0

4π

∫

R3

JB(r)× ̂(rR − r)

|rR − r|2
d3r (3)

Discretisation of the Biot-Savart law involves an approxi-

mation of dBind by ∆Bind, where the displacement vector is

now calculated from the centre coordinates of the discretised

segment, small enough to apply the approximation, with vol-

ume ∆3rb, located at rb

∆Bind
b (rR) =

µ0

4π

JB(rb)× ̂(rR − rb)

|rR − rb|2
∆3rb (4)

The induced magnetic field Bind is calculated by adding to-

gether the contributions from each discretised segment.

Bind(rR) =
Nb

∑
b=1

µ0

4π

JB(rb)× (rR − rb)

|rR − rb|3
∆3rb (5)

Defolding the tensor product, equation 6,

JB(rb)× (rR − rb) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

i j k

JB
x (rb) JB

y (rb) JB
z (rb)

xR − xb yR − yb zR − zb

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(6)

enables us to find an expression for the individual x, y and z-

terms of the induced magnetic field Bind at a point rR in space.

Bind(rR) = Bind
x (rR)i+Bind

y (rR)j+Bind
z (rR)k (7)

For Bind
z , one finds equation 8. Analogues expressions are

found for Bind
x and Bind

y

Bind
z (rR) =

µ0

4π

Nb

∑
b=1

∆3rb

|rR − rb|3
[Jx(rb)(yR − yb)− Jy(rb)(xR − xb)]

(8)
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The magnetic shielding tensor field σσσ(rR), can be computed

directly from these quantities. It is important to note that equa-

tion 8 does not contain information about a nucleus, and thus,

the shielding tensor can be computed at any place in space;

i.e. at the position of the nucleus or somewhere else. Hence,

the magnetic shielding tensor σσσ(rR) is a generalisation of the

magnetic shielding tensor of NMR spectroscopy to an arbi-

trary point rR in space. The induced magnetic field Bind(rR)
is related with the shielding tensor field at position rR and the

external magnetic field Bext, assumed uniform.

Bind(rR) =−σσσ(rR)B
ext (9)

The shielding tensor describes the magnitude and orientation

dependence of the magnetic shielding and can be represented

in a 3×3 matrix, in 3D Cartesian space.





σxx(rR) σxy(rR) σxz(rR)
σyx(rR) σyy(rR) σyz(rR)
σzx(rR) σzy(rR) σzz(rR)



 (10)

Each element σi j, represents the ith component of the shield-

ing when Bext is applied along the j-axis. Obviously magnetic

properties are physical quantities and depend on the orienta-

tion of the molecules relative to the applied magnetic field.

The initial depiction of induced magnetic fields (surrounding

benzene in the case of Pople26) is based on the assumption

that the external magnetic field is applied in the direction per-

pendicular to the molecular plane. Putting the molecule in the

xy-plane and assuming that the uniform magnetic field is ap-

plied pointing in the −z direction, with a magnitude of Bext

(unit Tesla), Bext = 0i + 0j − Bextk. The induced magnetic

field, equation 10 can now be defined as equation 11





Bind
x (rR)

Bind
y (rR)

Bind
z (rR)



=−





σxx(rR) σxy(rR) σxz(rR)
σyx(rR) σyy(rR) σyz(rR)
σzx(rR) σzy(rR) σzz(rR)









0

0

−Bext





(11)

Due to the choice in the external field, an expression for the

last column elements of the tensor can be found.

Bind
x (rR) = σxz(rR) ·B

ext (12)

Bind
y (rR) = σyz(rR) ·B

ext (13)

Bind
z (rR) = σzz(rR) ·B

ext (14)

The expressions for the elements in the last column of the ten-

sor expression, σiz, are for example for σzz given in equation

15.

σzz(rR)≡
1

Bext

µ0

4π

Nb

∑
b=1

∆3rb

|rR − rb|3
[Jx(rb)(yR − yb)− Jy(rb)(xR − xb)]

(15)

Given the expressions for σiz, the equation as in 15 can be

solved using matrix expression equation 16

σσσ




σσσxz

σσσyz

σσσ zz



=
1

Bext

µ0

4π

C




0 Z −Y

−Z 0 X

Y −X 0





J




Jx

Jy

Jz



 (16)

Where σσσ (x,y,z)z constitute the column vector σσσ , gathering 3N

σiz(rR) values assuming N sampling points rR. This vector

will be referred to as the shielding vector, implying the col-

lection of the tensor values in the x, y, z direction as an an-

swer to a magnetic field applied in the z-direction. J(x,y,z) are

the building blocks of the column vector J with 3Nb elements

for the current density vector components, Jx(rb), Jy(rb) and

Jz(rb). The coordinate matrix C is constructed out of the ma-

trices X,Y and Z of dimensions N ×Nb, as for example for Z,

equation 17

Z =









(zR(1)−zb(1))
|rR(1)−rb(1)|3

. . . (zR(1)−zb(Nb))
|rR(1)−rb(Nb)|

3

...
. . .

...
(zR(N)−zb(1))
|rR(N)−rb(1)|3

. . . (zR(N)−zb(Nb))
|rR(N)−rb(Nb)|

3









(17)

Matrix equation 16 can be solved for the current density

values on the chosen grid, assumed that one has the shielding

tensor values.

NICS(rR) is defined as minus one third of the trace of the

shielding8,

NICS(rR) =−
1

3
(σxx(rR)+σyy(rR)+σzz(rR)) (18)

NICS(rR) contains information about the current density vec-

tor J, not only in the plane of interest xy, being parallel to the

molecular plane, but also in the orthogonal planes yz and xz. It

is clear that using NICS(rR) for planar molecules introduces

spurious effects arising from electron flow perpendicular to

the molecular plane and not only in the plane of interest,

being the molecular plane. Therefore, the average shielding

should not be considered as a descriptor for aromaticity.

Since currents due to the cyclic π electron delocalisation

are induced primarily by the external magnetic field applied

perpendicular to the ring, the out-of-plane component of the

NICS tensor should contain the information most relevant for

aromaticity evaluations. A novel NICS index was proposed,

NICSzz
50 based on the total contribution to the out-of-plane

component of the NICS-tensor and successfully applied36,51.

Whenever NICS is mentioned in the following discussion,

NICSzz is implied. No distinction is made between σ and

π contributions as this does not affect the described rank

problems.
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Relying only on equation 15, the matrix equation one needs

to solve reduces to

[

σσσ zz

]

=
1

Bext

µ0

4π

[

Y −X
]

[

Jx

Jy

]

(19)

allowing to compute the current density components in the x

and y directions, Jx(rb) and Jy(rb), based on the information

available in the NICS-values, NICSzz(rR) = −σzz(rR). Note

that J always refers to the total current density over all space.

3 Computational Details

The present research focuses on benzene as the prototypical

aromatic molecule. The results obtained serve as proof of

principle and can easily be extended to other anti-, non- and

aromatic molecules. To obtain the molecular geometry the

Gaussian 09 code52 was used. Full geometry optimization

was performed at the HF/6-311g(d) level, followed by ana-

lytical frequency calculations to ensure a true minimum (ie

NImag = 0).

3.1 Ring current density maps

Current densities in the presence of an external magnetic field

can be calculated via perturbation theory. The perturbation

equations are well known53, the magnetic properties vary

however widely with the choice of origin of the vector po-

tential. In the ipsocentric approach28,54 applied here, known

as CTOCD-DZ, calculation of total magnetic properties is re-

duced to the calculation of two first order perturbed wave

functions, one with linear momentum and one with an angu-

lar momentum perturbation operator. The current density at

a given point in molecular space is calculated with that point

taken as the origin. Ipsocentric current density maps are cal-

culated at the coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock level in the 6-

311+g(d) basis, using the GAMESS-UK package55 linked to

SYSMO56.

The plotting convention is that the current density is deter-

mined in a plotting plane at a fixed height of 1 Bohr above

the molecular plane. Contours represent the magnitude, and

arrows the 2D projection of the current density per unit induc-

ing magnetic field. As the current density values, expressed

in au, are rather small, the values are multiplied with a fac-

tor 20 in the plots. Aromaticity/antiaromaticity is diagnosed

by observation of anticlockwise/clockwise circulations of in-

duced ring current, corresponding to diatropic and paratropic

ring currents, respectively.

The current density is obtained on two types of grids, a denser

and a less dense one. The dense grid contains 56033 points at

which the current density is calculated. Using this grid with

the appropriate weights leads to a precision of 0.01 in the cal-

culation of NICS-values. The less dense grid contains 5040

points, leading to a precision of 0.1 in the calculation of the

NICS-values. In all cases the NICS computed as described

above agree very well with GIAO57 based values.

3.2 Shielding vector values, NICSzz(rR) values

NICS is typically computed at ring centres (non weighted

mean of the heavy atom coordinates). There is however a

clear risk of extrapolating the global magnetic behaviour of

one compound from just one single-value magnetic property

(or a collection at the ring centres), as alluded to for instance

by Lazzeretti et al.9,58. Therefore, distributions of NICS val-

ues around molecules have been widely employed to pro-

vide better insights in the overall molecular magnetic prop-

erties. NICS were evaluated at points above, and at grids

in and around the molecule41,59–61. Alternatives for finite

sets of NICS-measurements were suggested in more recent

works38,39,62.

In this research a selection of the grids proposed in literature

is investigated. The precise grids are detailed below. NICS

values are calculated from the Biot-Savart law as explained

above. Although they can also be obtained from perturbation

theory without direct reference to the current density63, our

approach has the advantage of more directly linking the cur-

rent density to the NICS value.

3.3 Data fitting

Equation 19 boils down to a data fitting procedure. As this

involves many more current density values than shielding

vector values, this system has an infinite number of solutions.

The solution presented in this work is the one with the least

2-norm solution, by applying singular value decomposition

(SVD) to the underdetermined problem.

4 Results and discussions

The aim of the present paper is to examine carefully whether

one can, in a robust manner, extract information on the cur-

rent density map — the key characteristic for the aromatic be-

haviour of a molecule — from the NICS value(s) computed at

one or more positions.

First of all, we will inspect NICS as formulated in equation

19. Can this value ever contain enough information about the

underlying current density ? The almost intuitive way of in-

terpreting the shielding vector is by making the translation to-

wards its corresponding current density. Therefore, we inspect

if shielding vector(s) ever allow to reconstruct the current den-

sity. If one can find several other current density fields that
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give rise to the very same shielding vector, the validity of this

“translation” disappears.

Finally, we will inspect the information content of a shielding

vector, and we will exploit the noise in the information alge-

braically to show how different current density maps can give

rise to the same shielding tensor. Furthermore, we will show

that the different extensions of single NICS values to scans,

surfaces etc. can be seen as attempts to reduce null spaces and

thus reduce the concomitant noise. However, these attempts

merely introduce a new set of rank problems.

4.1 The lack of information in NICSzz

The original NICS corresponded to the average value of the

diagonal elements of the shielding tensor. Later on, NICSzz

became the preferred component. The first critical remark that

can be made is that by using NICSzz, one has to rely on equa-

tion 19 to retrieve information on the current density. How-

ever, this means that one never obtains information on the z-

component of the current density vector. Table 1 summarises

the maximum and minimum values for the x,y and z com-

ponents of the ipsocentric current density vectors (in au) in

benzene.

Jx Jy Jz

max min max min max min

C6H6 0.43 -0.57 0.24 -0.39 0.05 -0.05

Table 1 Maximal and minimal values for the current density

components (expressed in au) for benzene in the integration grid

using in SYSMO56.

Although the values for the z-component of the current den-

sity are roughly tenfold smaller than the x and y counterparts,

they still constitute a non-negligible part of the current den-

sity. One should thus be aware that whenever using only the

zz term of the shielding vector, being NICSzz, one always ig-

nores a non-zero term. From this point on, the full shielding

vector will be investigated.

4.2 Is there a one-to-one correspondence between the

shielding vector and the current density map?

In this section, the uniqueness of the current density map

derived from a given shielding vector at one particular point

in space is inspected for benzene. The values for the x,y
and z components of the current density at the points of the

dense grid are used in equation 16 in order to create the

vector σσσ at several points of interest. Given the coordinates

of the point at which the σσσ vector is calculated, (xR,yR,zR),
and the set of points at which the components of J are

calculated, {(xb,yb,zb)}, the coordinate matrix C is created.

Multiplication with the current density vector J generates

the shielding vector σσσ at the coordinates requested. The

values for σσσ obtained in this way at 1 Å above the centre

of the ring are given in figure 1. This is a unique value as

we go from a given grid of current density vectors via the

law of Biot-Savart to σσσ . The reverse could, in principle,

also be suggested. This is perfectly well possible for an

analytical expression where integration and differentiation

are inverse operations. For the calculation of σσσ , this is not

what is done and extracting current density data from a

single σσσ vector is obviously problematic. However, this is

insufficiently well appreciated; hence we show here explicitly

a few types of transformations in the current density that

keep σσσ the same for drastically different current density maps.

Assume that we transform the coordinates of the grid at

which the components of J are obtained as presented in ex-

pression 20, with φ an arbitrary scaling factor.

xb → xR(1−φ)+φxb

yb → yR(1−φ)+φyb

zb → zR(1−φ)+φzb (20)

It can then be seen that the distance matrix C, equation 16

and 17, is scaled with a factor φ/(
√

φ 2)3. In order to obtain the

same vector σσσ , the vector J needs to be scaled with the factor
(
√

φ 2)3/φ . Three possible current density fields are depicted in

figure 1, derived for the σ -vector above the centre of the ring,

at 1 Bohr. The scaling φ applied is 0.5 (a), 1(b) and 5(c). Note

that this does not correspond to extracting a current density

from σσσ data but is a direct scaling argument for the current

density to show that infinitely many current densities may lead

to the same σσσ vector.

Zooming in on the carbon skeleton shows the remarkable

feature that one shielding vector can be associated with a

counterclockwise, a clockwise ring current pattern and even a

current density that can not be mapped to a ring current. One

shielding vector can thus be generated from three completely

different current densities (if one restricts the analysis to the

neighbourhood of the carbon skeleton as is usually done): the

regular aromatic flow, no current above the carbon atoms, and

an anti-aromatic behaviour above the carbon skeleton. An in-

finite set of current density patterns results in the same shield-

ing vector. Only one of them is the true ab initio one, but there

is no guarantee that another behaviour could be concluded by

the end-user, if he has no knowledge on the true current den-

sity. Establishing what is the true underlying ab initio current

density from merely the current density data is (currently) in-

tractable. This would require a full set of pure state, or even

only ensemble N-representability constraints as they also oc-

cur for electron densities in Density (Matrix) Functional The-

ory and Variational Density Matrix methods64. Such con-
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xR = 0.00, yR = 0.00, zR= 1 Å

σxz = 0.00, σyz = 0.00, σzz= 30.84

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Three current density maps at a height of 1 Bohr above the

plane that result in the same σσσ vector computed at 1 Å above the

centre of the molecule.

straints for current densities are only being explored since re-

cently65. Also note that the present transformation does not

merely add a function that integrates to zero (
∫

f (r)d3r = 0)

in the integral form of the law of Biot-Savart:

Bind(rR) =
µ0

4π

∫

R3

[

JB(r)× ̂(rR − r)

|rR − r|2
+ f (r)

]

d3r (21)

4.3 Extracting a current density field from shielding vec-

tor data.

The above demonstration that different current densities can

lead to the same σσσ vector is based on scaling arguments. In

practice, most users compute NICS values and interpret these

as reflecting a ring current of either aromatic, anti-aromatic

or non-aromatic nature. Scaling arguments do not provide the

sole demonstration of the ambiguity in the current density. If

one uses σσσ vectors as information sources, there are also clear

problems of algebraic nature. Equation 16 establishes the con-

nection between the current density field and the σσσ vector. In

practice, the dimension of the σσσ vector is much smaller than

the grid on which the current density vectors are computed.

This entails that the vector C is a non-rectangular matrix. The

true information content of the shielding vector σσσ with respect

to the current density vectors on the grid can be revealed by in-

specting the null space of C. In order to do so, the distance ma-

trix is decomposed through the singular value decomposition

(SVD). The SVD technique is an orthogonal decomposition

of the N ×Nb matrix that satisfies the following relationship:

C = UΣVT (22)

The matrices U and V are orthogonal matrices, spanning the

orthogonal space of respectively the shielding vectors and the

current density vectors.

Having for example one shielding vector (σxz(r1), σyz(r1),
σzz(r1)) at the input of the problem, the distance matrix C has

3 singular values different from zero. Taking the dimension

of the grid at which the current density vector is calculated as

Nb, the null space has dimension (3 ∗Nb − 3× 3 ∗Nb). The

null space thus contains (3 ∗Nb − 3) vectors {Vi} of dimen-

sion Nb×1 and these vectors can be added in any possible lin-

ear combination to the original vector J without affecting the

shielding vector σσσ . As such, the new vector J′, constructed

with a user-chosen vector of coefficients {di}

J′ = J+ ∑
Vi∈Null(C)

diVi (23)

leads to the very same shielding vector, but with a completely

different current density pattern.
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To show this, we examine the effect of the null space for

benzene. The SVD for very large matrices may become com-

putationally quite demanding, which is why here we use the

less dense current density grid. Note, however, that this does

not affect the fundamental problem of the existence of a null

space. On the contrary, using a denser grid would worsen the

problem, i.e. increase the null space dimension. The ab initio

current density for this less dense grid is given in figure 2(a).

This current density gives rise to the shielding vector compo-

nents given in figure 2(a) at 1 Bohr above the centre of the ring.

Note that the change in grid has only a minor effect on these

components. Any possible current density pattern that con-

sists of the ab initio current density plus an arbitrary combina-

tion of vectors included in the null space yields the very same

shielding vector. In the example of figure 2(b) a symmetry-

projected combination of null space vectors is added to the ab

initio current density. The impact is enormous: one is able to

generate a ring current of opposite nature without affecting the

σσσ vector. This means that two individuals may claim different

conclusions from computed shielding tensors where none of

these can be shown wrong. For molecules of lesser known na-

ture than benzene, a dispute cannot be settled without actually

computing the current density, making the latter a far superior

aromaticity indicator.

4.4 Is there a solution for the problem of the lack of in-

formation?

As reported above, from the moment C has a non-trivial null

space, the current density vector can be changed such that a

different current density pattern can be obtained. This is a

reconfirmation of the artefact in NICS already alluded on by

Lazzeretti9. A naive way of eliminating this problem would

then be to simply increase the number of points where the

shielding tensor components are computed. This would re-

duce the dimension of the null space. Yet, as will be shown,

the fact that computers have limited precision entails that other

singularities will appear, much like what has been observed

previously in the study of molecular electrostatic potentials48.

It should therefore be inspected whether enlarging the sam-

pling set allows to evolve towards the so-desired one to one

relationship between a set of shielding vectors and the cur-

rent density pattern. The problem with enlarging the set of

points where shielding tensor components are computed is

that points will need to be included that lie so close to each

other that within computational precision they coincide. This

leads to a rank reduction of the matrix and is reflected in sin-

gular values approaching zero. The condition number of a ma-

trix is defined by the ratio of the largest (smax) to the smallest

(smin) singular value. When the matrix is singular, containing

exactly redundant information, the condition number is infi-

nite. If the condition number is very large, the matrix is ill

xR = 0.00, yR = 0.00, zR= 1 Å

σxz = 0.00, σyz = 0.00, σzz= 30.99

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Ab initio current density in benzene plotted in a plane 1

Bohr above the molecular plane and (b) a current density

distribution obtained by addition of a symmetry adapted

combination of null space vectors {Vi}. Both current densities lead

to exactly the same shielding tensor components.
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xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax NR

GCOM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.89 1.89 1

G‖ -5.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 1.89 1.89 11

G⊥ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 11

G∗
⊥ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 5.0 50

G2D -5.0 5.0 -5.0 5.0 1.89 1.89 121

GR -5.0 5.0 -5.0 5.0 0.0 4.72 121

G∗
2D -5.0 5.0 -5.0 5.0 1.89 1.89 576

G3D -5.0 5.0 -5.0 5.0 0.0 4.72 605

Table 2 Grids used to compute shielding tensors on (see text),

together with their dimension NR and range along three orthogonal

directions (in Bohr).

conditioned and rank deficient. The rank of the matrix can be

reduced by one for each singular value si where the ratio si/smax

is smaller than the precision of the data.

The central question therefore is twofold

1. Is it useful to enlarge the set of points where shielding

tensors are computed, i.e. can one significantly reduce

the null space ?

2. Can sufficient points be added or when do new singular-

ities due to computer precision appear ?

Both questions can by answered by inspecting the be-

haviour of different shielding vector sampling proposals. Sev-

eral grids of points where shielding tensors are computed will

be investigated for benzene. Table 2 introduces the different

grids used and details also their dimension NR. Nb, the number

of current density grid points used in SYSMO equals 15120

throughout. Several of the shielding tensor grids correspond to

suggested grids in literature. A first grid (GCOM) contains only

one point and corresponds to a point at 1 Å above the centre

of the ring. A grid along a line parallel (G‖) to the molecular

plane at a height of 1.8897 Å along the longest axis of the

molecule is also included.39,66 as well as a grid consisting of a

line perpendicular (G⊥) to the molecular plane containing the

centre-of-mass38,62. A plane parallel to the molecular plane at

a height of 1 Å defines the (G2D) grid and the G3D grid varies

in three directions. A random set of points within a box of

specified size is also used (GR). The nature of grids labeled

with ∗ equals those without except that they contain a larger

number of points NR to investigate the impact of changing this

variable.

Each grid gives rise to a matrix C as in equation 16. Table 2

reports for every grid key characteristics. The full rank equals

3NR and thus the number of shielding tensor components used.

Besides the condition number, in analogy with the SVD anal-

ysis of Francl48 for molecular electrostatic potentials, a SVD

rank estimate is reported as the number of singular values for

which the ratio of si to smax exceeds 10−8.

Each setting is characterised by its condition number and

the subsequent SVD rank estimate. The full rank equals the

number of shielding vector values that are used. In analogy

with the SVD analysis of Francl48, the SVD rank estimate is

taken as the number of singular values for which the ratio of si

to smax does not exceed 10−8. The condition number and the

SVD rank estimate for each setting is summarised in table 3.

Full Condition SVD

rank number rank estimate

GCOM 3 1.16 3

G‖ 33 1.23×101 33

G⊥ 33 1.54×104 33

G∗
⊥ 150 3.25×1016 70

G2D 363 1.00×102 363

GR 363 4.31×109 347

G∗
2D 1728 8.95×1010 1586

G3D 1815 9.89×105 1815

Table 3 Characteristics of the shielding vector grids.

Table 3 shows several important points. For instance, the

condition number does not (solely) depend on the number of

points where the NICS are computed. This is illustrated by

the comparison of the condition numbers for the grids G⊥ and

G‖. Both grids have the same value NR of 11 but the condi-

tion numbers are very different. G⊥ is thereby a much worse

grid and the practice of scanning NICS values along the line

orthogonal to the ring plane is strongly advised against. Note

also that increasing NR in this same type of grid and remov-

ing the in plane NICS point from the grid does not alleviate

the problem. Instead, the G∗
⊥ grid results in a prototypical

ill-conditioned problem. Introducing more points in the grid

worsens the condition number significantly. This means that

adding more points does not bring more information. This is

confirmed by the SVD rank estimate. This estimate reflects

what the practical rank is instead of the Full rank. Indeed, the

full rank is not 150 but only 70. A near five-fold increase in

number of NICS data merely doubles the practical rank.

The condition number for the G2D grid is not too bad but also

here the mere addition of more points as in the G∗
2D grid does

not improve that much the characteristics of the grid. The

1728 NICS data points only lead to a practical rank of 1586

and moreover results in a dramatically bad condition number.

The G3D grid performs comparatively better than the G∗
2D one

despite containing the same number of NICS data. This re-

veals that the number of points NR is far from all determining

and rather a judicious choice of positions where to compute

the shielding tensor components would seem to be more im-
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portant. The conditional phrasing is appropriate as the fact

still remains that there is a very large null space that remains.

This fact is hidden from the condition number and SVD rank

estimate as these do not use the exact zero singular values.

Moreover, as one includes more data points to reduce the di-

mension of the null space, the SVD rank does not increase

equally fast.

The GR grid is another example of a very poor grid. The con-

dition number is very high and at the same time the SVD rank

estimate reveals that there is much redundant information. The

GCOM grid, although with only one NICS grid point and thus a

shielding vector of dimension 3, has an apparently better con-

dition number but as it also has the largest null space, so it is

also of little use.

At first glance, the G‖ and G2D grids seem to serve best but

the null space remains massive. One of the possible current

density maps comes from the least-square SVD norm. The re-

sulting current density maps for three different grids are pre-

sented in figure 3. They differ among each other and it is im-

portant to stress again that one can always add a combination

of vectors from the null space to the current density.

The observations in table 3 for benzene are qualitatively

similar among all molecules as they depend on the relative

number of data points on the NICS versus current density grid.

Any chemist knows benzene is aromatic and a ring cur-

rent inferring anti-aromaticity would be met with ridicule even

though that current density pattern might give the same set of

NICS data. However, for less obvious cases the situation is

much less clear and the sole use of NICS indices is problem-

atic. Different workers may come to different conclusions on

the underlying current density and thus the degree of (anti-

)aromaticity. Nevertheless, NICS is still of some use. As

stated by Stanger67,68, many chemists are not familiar with

the analysis of vector fields and then quantities like NICS val-

ues can give useful information on some sort of strength of

the current density. In any case, however, the NICS values

should not be considered solely. First the current density, as

obtained from an ab initio calculation, should be reported and

analysed, possibly followed by key characteristics of the cur-

rent density. NICS may be one such characteristic besides

e.g., the highest magnitude of a current density vector pass-

ing through a bond intersecting plane69–73. Note also that the

problem, illustrated here for the small molecule benzene, will

grow larger for larger molecules where the current density is

computed on larger grids to compute NICS values. The size

of the grid on which the current densities is computed grows

much quicker than the grid on which NICS data are computed,

resulting in even larger null spaces. This adds to the problem-

atic character of NICS in e.g., polycyclic compounds where

it was earlier found that NICS do not convey information on

local aromaticity74–76.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Least squares norm solution to SVD. The current density

obtained from (a) the GCOM grid, (b) a line parallel to the molecular

plane at 1 Å above the molecular plane G‖ and (c) the G2D grid
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5 Conclusions

Nucleus independent chemical shifts (NICS) are among the

most used indices to assess aromaticity of molecules, part due

to their ease of calculation. However, it is important to realise

that NICS rely on the integration of a (potentially) compli-

cated pattern of induced ring currents —through the law of

Biot-Savart— to a single number or a limited set of numbers

on a grid of points. As the number of positions where the

NICS are computed is usually much lower than the dimension

of the grid on which current densities are calculated, it can be

shown algebraically that for small numbers of NICS positions,

one cannot reconstruct the underlying current density pattern.

We have shown this explicitly for benzene by revealing dif-

ferent current density maps that yield the same NICS values.

Extending the number of NICS positions to reduce the null

space problems does not help due to the limited precision of

computers which introduces a different type of rank problems.

Therefore, we advise not to use NICS-values as sole indices

of aromaticity, but to rely on the inspection of current density

maps to see whether a ring current exists and what its nature

is. In this sense, one should replace the widespread current

simple use of NICS or any other coarse-grain quantity by an

inspection of the current density map and, if so desired, the

reporting of the NICS value or the other coarse-grain quan-

tity. A molecule can be considered as aromatic if careful and

explicit reporting and studying of the current density pattern

reveals a diatropic ring current, after which a NICS value may

be given to reflect the current density in a condensed form.

Reporting NICS values without at the same time showing the

current density map is prone to error and to be avoided in all

instances.
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It	is	shown	that	no	unique	current	density	topology	can	be	
obtained	from	(sets	of)	NICS	values.	

	
Therefore,	the	use	of	NICS	indices	as	aromaAcity	indices	
without	prior	analysis	of	the	current	density	map	is	

strongly	discouraged	

NICSzz	=	-30,8	
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